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Met five times with instructors during Fall 2011 to 
discuss assignment development
 • Included extensive introductions to University Archives, finding aids, 
 research guides, and digital collections and resources
 • Facilitated discussions with other instructors who had previously 
 used Archives for class assignments
  • Discussed ways in which digitized resources could help alleviate 
 potential logistical issues of large numbers of student researchers

Created a LibGuide to bring all of the key resources 
together in one place
 • Included links to all online resources as well as reminders of contact 
 information, hours of operation, and other user FAQs
 • Link to LibGuide added to each class’s Blackboard site by instructor

Scheduled class visits for an overview of University Scheduled class visits for an overview of University 
Archives resources and archival research
 • “Dog and pony shows” showed the students actual examples of 
 archival records and collections before beginning their research
 • Walked students through the process of searching for information in 
 the various digital collections
 • Most classes included an additional research visit, a designated class 
  period where students could come into the Archives to begin or 
 continue research

Discuss with instructors what worked and what 
didn’t work in 2011-2012 
 • Learn about the quality of the student assignments and the students’ 
 feedback on their research experiences
 • Review the challenges encountered by the Archives staff and discuss 
 possible resolutions
  • Quantify (as best as possible) the amount of staff time devoted to 
 these projects during the academic year

Work with the same instructors returning for 
ENG 101 and 104 projects in Fall 2012
 • Incorporate into the archives orientation a discussion of research 
 topic selection and ways to narrow or broaden topics using resources 
 available
  • Create more subject-specific LibGuides to point students to 
 available resources on specific potential research topics

Develop better assessment methods
 • Create a database for tracking individual student communication 
 from first point of contact through research room use
 • Maintain a more accurate count of the total time spent working with 
 students, from topic refinement to digital collections assistance to 
  research room visits
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